This paper discusses the factors known to influence the performance of automatic speech recognizers and describes test procedures for characterizing their performance. It is directed toward all the stakeholders in the speech community (researchers, vendors and users) consequently, the discussion of test procedures is not directed toward the needs of specific users to demonstrate the performance characteristics of anyone specific algorithmic approach or particular product. It relies significantly on contributions from an emerging COllsensus standards activity, especially material developed within the IEEE Working Group on Speech I/O Performance Assessment.
Summary
This paper identifies and documents factors influencing automated speech recognition performance. Procedures are outlined that are important in designing and implementing performance tests. Documentation is outlined which should clearly define test conditions. Definitions of terms are contained in the Appendix.
Definitive tests to fully characterize automatic speech recognizer or system performance cannot be specified at present. However, it is possible to design and conduct performance assessment tests that make use of widely available speech data bases, use test procedures similar to those used by others, and that are well documented. These tests provide valuable benchmark data and informative, though limited, predictive power. By contrast, About the Author: David S. Pallett is a physical scientist in the Systems Componeuts Division of NBS' Institute for Computer Sciences and Technology. 371 tests that make use of speech data bases that are not made available to others and for which the test procedures and results are poorly documented provide little objective information on system performance. Such tests might be termed "incomparable" in that the data obtained cannot be meaningfully compared with data for other tests or for other systems.
Speech recognizers are the central element in speech recognition systems, and primary attention in this paper is directed to tests of recognizers as system components. Testing overall systems performance and the humanmachine interface involves the more difficult task of developing measures of speech understanding. The factors described in this paper are necessary, but not sufficient concerns in tests of integrated human-machine and speech understanding systems.
A number of recommended testing procedures are described in general terms. These procedures are deliberately not specified in detail because it is recognized that no one detailed procedure could meet the widely-
Introduction
Researchers and systems designers in a number of agencies of the Federal Government have worked closely to identify the capabilities of automatic speech recognition technology and to exchange research findings. Applications studied to date include data entry, package sorting, and command/control in aircraft cockpits. These studies have demonstrated the need for careful planning of trial applications and the value of thorough analysis of performance data. Industry is showing ever increasing interest in commercial applications of the technology.
However, until automatic speech recognition technology is a weB established element in the humanmachine interface, continuing efforts must be made to identify the relative importance of factors influencing performance and to develop and specify definitive test procedures. Tests conducted using these procedures will then serve to clearly demonstrate appropriate uses of the technology and to document the associated productivity benefits.
The paper is the first to report on the development of detailed and specific test procedures for performance assessment in the Institute for Computer Sciences and Technology at the National Bureau of Standards. The overaB focus is assessing the performance of speech recognizers as system components, with emphasis on laboratory benchmark tests. The discussion in this first paper is introductory in nature. Continuing attention to these issues, along with the contributions of COMensus standards groups, will result in the development of detailed procedures for both benchmark tests of speech recognizers and for measuring human performance.
Factors Which Influence Speech Recognizer Performance
Successful implementation of automatic speech recognition technology presents numerous chaBenges. In many cases these chaBenges are met through the selection and imposition of constraints on the many factors known to influence performance. Corresponding constraints must be imposed on the structure of performance tests if meaningful performance data are to be obtained. The need for these constraints arises, in large part, from the high inherent variability of unconstrained speech.
The inherent variability of speech arises from the nature of speech and the articulatory process. "Speech is based on a sequence of discrete sound segments that are linked in time. These segments, caBed phonemes, are assumed to have unique articulatory and acoustic characteristics. When speech sounds are connected to form larger linguistic units, the acoustic characteristics of a given phoneme will change as a function of its immediate phonetic environment because of the interaction among various anatomical structures (such as the tongue, lips, and vocal chords) and their different degrees of sluggishness [1] '." This variability in the articulatory gestures involved in the production of speech and the interactions that arise from adjoining segments are important factors contributing to the difficulty in successfuBy implementing automatic recognition of continuous speech.
Humans have weB developed abilities to adapt to and accommodate this variability, but at present it is a critical barrier to the automatic recognition of unconstrained speech. Automatic speech recognition systems have difficulty discriminating between linguistically meaningful and insignificant variations. This variability significantly complicates the process of testing.
There are numerous other factors that further complicate the task of successfuBy implementing and testing automatic speech recognition technology. These factors make it desirable to clearly anticipate the effects they may cause when designing, implementing, and documenting performance assessment tests. Appropriate recognition of these factors will increase the value of the test results as benchmarks for comparative purposes and enhance the predictive power of the tests. The foBowing factors describe the main sources of variability that should be considered when testing automatic speech recognition technology.
Speech Related Factors
The form of the speech has a great effect on the difficulty of recognition. Isolated words or discrete utterances are easiest to recognize. Connected words, even if spoken carefully, are more difficult to recognize because the beginnings and ends of each word are affected by the adjacent words. Fluent or continuous speech is much more difficult to recognize becasue the sound segments (particularly those at the beginnings and ends of the words) tend to merge, and stress patterns affect the loudness and distinctiveness of vowels.
Speaker Related Factors
There are important differences in the way different individuals speak. Factors contributing to these differences which may affect performance and which can be readily documented include:
Age: Voice quality in adolescence and old age often differs from that in mid-life.
Sex: Certain speech characteristics, such as pitch and vocal tract length, tend to be gender-specific for adults. Some speech recognition systems employ features that may have been optimized for user groups such as adult males, so that it is important to document age and sex data for the test speaker population.
Dialect History: Some speakers are dialect chameleons, and adapt quickly and convincingly to the dialect characteristics of a new region. Others retain some qualities of previous dialects while changing other qualities. Because pronunciatiou of many words depends strongly on dialect, documentation of dialect data may be particularly important in tests of speaker-independent recognizers.
Speech Idiosyncrasies: Speech-associated anomalies can be expected to affect recognition performance adversely. Stuttered, lisped or slurred speech patterns and unusual characteristics should be identified and noted.
For some individuals, speaker-generated noises such as lip smacks, tongue clicks, "urn, ers, and ahs," etc., will degrade performance. Speech levels vary with changes in vocal effort and in the distance between the speaker's mouth and microphone.
Changes in rate of speech introduce additional complications. In words spoken rapidly, some of the sound segments may be shortened or deleted or altered in quality. A slow rate of speech may cause vowels to have drifting frequency spectra and extremely long silence gaps in plosive consonants (e.g., "p," "t," "d," etc.).
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When enrolling, testing, and using speech recognizers, the use of chewing gum and smoking should be noted andlor controlled. Care should be taken when selecting a test speaker population so that these characteristics are appropriately represented.
Speech Variability: Individual speakers vary in the degree of consistency with which they repeat words. Some speakers produce nearly identical repetitions of individuals words or utterances, even under stressful conditions. Others produce highly varied repetitions (e.g., words such as "eight" with the final consonant occasionally deleted, or with highly variable pitch). The former category will make a recognizer perform best, and is sometimes referred to as "sheep." The latter is sometimes referred to as "goats."
Motivation and/or Fatigue: Degradation of performance for speaker-dependent systems can be expected as motivation degrades or fatigue increases. It is useful to obtain samples of speech under these conditions in order to estimate the degree of performance degradation.
Task Related Factors
The design of vocabularies for successful application of this technology is an important consideration. Limited size vocabularies require careful planning. Vocabularies should be natural to the task and sufficiently distinct to ensure recognition with few substitution errors.
Performance is greatly improved by the imposition of syntactical constraints. In many task dialogs there are only a few possible choices at each point in the task, thus making the recognition task much simpler, faster, and more reliable.
Physical exertion, fatigue, and other stressing factors must be considered and documented in designing experiments and assessing performance. The voice pitch and loudness or vocal effort of the speaker change due to stress, as do the spectral components.
Environmental Factors
The input speech signal to a speech recognizer is affected by background noise, reverberation, and transmission channel phenomena (e.g., the use of telephone lines or wireless microphones). These environmental factors may lead to spurious responses by the recognizer. The performance of speech recognizers will generally be lower when telephone lines are used for input than with direct microphone input because the frequency response is limited and noise artifacts make correct recognition more difficuli. The use of wireless microphones may lead to recognition errors due to transmission channel cross-talk, RF interference, signal fading, dropouts, etc.
Other Factors
Human recognition of speech involves an imperfectly known set of decision criteria. Automatic speech recognition devices apply specific, but (to some degree) arbitrarily chosen, decision criteria in order to effect recognition. Optimum settings of these decision criteria, including the associated reject thresholds, are extremely important. However, the optimum settings of these decision criteria are controlled by the vocabulary, the design of applications software (i.e., the implementation of syntactic constraints, error-correction protocols, etc.), and the characteristics of the individual user's speech and personal preference. Experimentation is required in order to determine the optimum setting of the reject thresholds. As an alternative to the selection and Use of optimum settings of the reject thresholds, the reject capability may be disabled, to simulate a forced choice response. This procedure is frequently chosen for benchmark tests.
In some cases, the system may also have the ability to return ordered word lists. Typically, these word lists are ordered according to the distance measure between the input word and the reference templates or word models or in order of descending probability. The application of higher level constraints such as syntax then may lead to correct identification of the utterance. While this process may emulate human decision criteria and typical decision trees, it can complicate assessment.
Considerations in Developing Test

Procedures
The design and implementation of tests to define the performance of automatic speech recognizers requires that attention be paid to many of the previously described factors influencing performance. A systematic process of experimental design and testing is indicated in this section to account for these factors. This process includes:
Selecting an experimental design that either (a) models an application, or (b) provides benchmark data. Selecting speakers to represent the user populalation or some relevant subset. Selecting a test vocabulary that either (a) exemplifies that used in an application, or (b) has been used by others for benchmark test purposes.
• Training the system, or constructing the reference patterns to be used by speaker-dependent recog- [2] recommends that: "". performance should be measured within a realistic task scenario, both within the laboratory and in actual operational settings, including worst case conditions. Laboratory benchmark tests using standard vocabularies, experienced users, and controlled environments are useful for comparing recognizers, but they are not efficient for predicting actual performance in operational systems. Adequate methods are needed for measuring both human and recognizer performance under realistic conditions. The importance of performance measurement techniques cannot be over emphasized since they provide the data for decisions about system design and effectiveness " .. "
Experimental Design
There are two complementary approaches to designing performance assessment tests. These approaches are summarized in table 1. In one approach, a set of benchmark test conditions is defined (e.g., use of a "standard" speech vocabulary and data base, and no use of syntax to actively control the recognition vocabulary). Little or no effort is taken to model an application. This approach provides valuable comparative performance information. It does not directly predict performance in real applications. A second approach consists of carefully selecting test conditions in order to simulate a field application. The use of syntactically constrained word sequences may dramatically enhance performance and is acceptable for user applications. The design of a test vocabulary should include specifying the structure of the grammar and the frequency of occurrence of each item. This approach may have greater predictive power in inferring performance in specific applications, but it complicates comparisons between differing applications. Because of the diverse applications proposed for recognizers, simulation of many different applications and the needs of differing users becomes very difficult and/or costly.
In both approaches to testing, simple averages such as error rates, recognition accuracy, etc., are often inadequate to indicate performance. It is important to determine and document the most frequently occurring confusion pairs (e.g., "five-nine" confusions, where a spoken five is recognized incorrectly as "nine"). Presentation of this data in the form of a confusion matrix is very informative. For an N-word vocabulary, the confusion matrix is an N-by-N-matrix of input versus output, a form of stimulus-response matrix representation. Correct recognition responses fall along the diagonal of this matrix, and substitution responses comprise the off-diagonal elements.
Selecting the Test Speaker Population
In both benchmark tests and in applications tests, care should be taken to select speakers for the tests that are in some sense representative of the ultimate users of the technology. For example, in applications tests of industrial quality control data entry systems, the most valuable test speakers will ordinarily be quality control personnel. In research or benchmark tests, the test speakers are ordinary adult males and/or females with "neutral" dialects. In extraordinary circumstances, efforts are taken to obtain representative speakers with regional dialects. However, representative sampling of all potential users is not always possible or necessary. The characteristics of the test speakers and both their user training and system enrollment procedures should be documented. While all of the documented factors may not significantly affect performance, the documentation will indicate to others whether the test group is of particular interest or relevance.
Some recognizers impose limitations on the duration of words, or of silence gaps within words considered as single words or strings. Other constraints may apply to the number of words which may constitute a connected string. These constraints may have important consequences in some applications and for some individual speakers (e.g., if the durations of the speaker's stop gaps are longer than a limit set by the manufacturer, the word or phrase may be segmented into two utterances, and will not be correctly recognized).
Because speech recognizers use enrollment data to build reference template sets, prototypes, or other internal representations of the words to be recognized, it is important that the enrollment data for speakerdependent systems provide representative samples of the user's speech. The enrollment and test data should include speech that is characteristic of the application, possibly including fatigued or stressed speech. These requirements may complicate enrollment and test procedures and, when slighted, generally result in lower performance in an application. Other important factors include the degree of cooperation of the users and their familiarity with the equipment.
Automatic speech recognition algorithms and commercial systems perform best on systems trained for the intended user's voice. Such speaker dependent recognizers provide some degree of language independence, depending on the type of acoustic-phonetic representation or pattern matching algorithm used by the device. They may perform equally well when used with several languages. However, speaker independent recognizers are expected to be language and dialect dependent to the extent that they rely on phonological rules aud specific data bases for the development of internal representations. The issue of language or dialect independence may be very important for some applications.
Speaker independent systems do not rely on the data obtained from the individual user's voice. Rather, they are designed using training or enrollment data from many speakers and incorporate representations (e.g., template sets derived by studying clusters of individual speakers' templates or word models derived from statistical analysis of many individual speakers' word models) based on features which are presumed not to vary from individual to individual. This is a crucial assumption (that the system relies on features that are relatively consistent) and its successful implementation is the key to success in speaker independent automatic speech recognition technology. It is essential to ensure that the most important variabilities and dialect related factors have been accounted for when designing and testing such systems. These requirements become increasingly challenging if large vocabularies are required and response must be available ina time period comparable with the duration of an utterance (Le., real-time recognition).
When selecting test speakers for "speaker independent" systems there are a number of special concerns.
Perhaps most importantly, a representative sampling of the intended user population should be obtained in order to appropriately represent regional dialect and/or transmission channel effects for the intended user and applications population. A statement describing the efforts taken to represent the user population should be included as part of the documentation. When conducting tests of these systems, it is important to exclude data from the test material that might have been used in constructing internal representations used by the recognizer. Casual recognition experiments using template sets generated from one person or a small number of people typically demonstrate highly variable performance. Sometimes recognition performance may be quite good or quite poor for some individuals, and frequently there will be good performance on some words and poor performance on others. For these reasons, casual experimentation to demonstrate "speaker independence" for systems designed to be speaker dependent is not recommended.
Selecting the Test Vocabulary
The actual performance of any given speech recognition system in both benchmark tests and applications is critically dependent upon the vocabulary items that must be distinguished at any given time. Both the number of items to be distinguished and the acoustic similarity or complexity of these items are critical factors.
Brief monosyllabic words (e.g., yes, no, go, the natural alphabet except for "w" etc.) are more difficult to recognize than longer polysyllabic words or brief phrases spoken and intended to be recognized as single items (e.g., Massachusetts, California, "start printing," "left bracket"). These more complex utterances contain much more acoustic information and redundancy than monosyllables. In actual applications, this fact is used to construct vocabularies that retain many of the qualities of a natural interaction while selecting somewhat more complex acoustical characteristics to maximize system performance.
For these reasons, it is necessary to explicitly state the test vocabulary. It is, of course, desirable to use a test vocabulary that is identical to the intended vocabulary for the application.
One parameter often used to characterize recognition system performance is that of the vocabulary size. Vocabulary sizes, ranging from approximately 40 to several hundred words, are not uousal at present. However, in order to enhance performance, it is often appropriate to use syntactic constraints. This is implemented through the imposition of an artificial language grammar to constrain the vocabulary choices at each stage of a task in a given application. In many cases, this is not only appropriate but will lead to significantly enhanced productivity by imposing a desired order for completing the intended task.
Restricted vocabularies and formatted messages are widely used for speech communications in situations such as air traffic control and military tasks in which high speech comprehension is required. Acceptance of these constraints in isolated and connected word speech recognition applications will result in higher performance, but must be explicitly stated when documenting system performance.
It is important to distinguish between the total vocabulary capacity (typically a function of total memory available to the system) and other measures of the effective vocabulary size (typically functions of the structure of the imposed artificial language grammar). For artificially constrained tasks, the average number of alternative words that the system has to choose from at any time is given by the "perplexity," or dynamic branching factor for the imp.osed artificial language.
A IO-word recognizer, requiring discrimination between the digits (0-9) with all transitions equally likely is typically more difficult than a system with a several hundred word total vocabulary and branching factor of only 5. Even if the larger vocabulary has a branching factor of 10, the larger vocabulary may be easier than the IO-word digit vocabulary if the vocabulary words tend to be longer and more discriminable than the digits (eight of which are monosyllables).
The benefits achieved through the use of syntactic constraints may be better addressed in separately documented tests. In syntactically constrained tasks, performance results ought to be reported with the following information to describe the characteristics of the imposed grammar. In one meaning, the user's speech is used to "train" the recognizer for the specific test or applications vocabulary. During this process, reference patterns ("template sets," "voice patterns," "voice prints," etc.) or more complex word models are developed and become the stored internal representations used for comparison with subsequently input speech in the recognition process. This process is referred to as "enrollment" without ambiguity.
A second meaning of the term "training" refers to that process in which the user of a recognizer becomes familiar with the device or system. During this "user train-
ing," many factors may combine to influence the user's speech. Generally, familiarization with the devices leads to improved performance, and the user learns to adapt to explicit, as well as implicit constraints on the form of the input speech. One factor in user training that tends to improve performance uses feedback provided to the user. To date, most recorded speech data base material has not been obtained under circumstances allowing user feedback. The recorded speech data base material has been obtained in response to prompts or in list-reading tasks. The nature of the feedback provided to the test speaker should be documented along with a description of any prompts provided to the user or the tasks conducted by the user while providing test material.
In tests conducted on integrated systems (as opposed to tests on system components), time must be allowed for familiarization with the system and to observe the nature of performance improvement or degradation. In most cases, after a period of initial user training, performance can be improved significantly by simply reo enrolling the user. The new internal representations should then be more representative of the experienced user's typical speech, and poor initial performance due to the lack of user familiarity will be improved. Docu· mented performance ought to represent the data ob· tained with experienced or fully trained users. 377 Characterizing the Environment Both the operational environment and the speech signal transmission system providing input to speech recognition systems are important environmental factors influencing performance. For example, in an industrial quality control voice data entry application, the talker's environment might be a noisy factory floor, while the speech signal transmission environment may be a wireless microphone. When modeling an application, the acoustic environment and signal transmission channel should closely simulate the intended operational environment.
When access to the actual intended operational environment is limited or costly (e.g., in tests of systems for use in operational aircraft), using accurate simulations can provide a cost-effective test environment. By accurately modelling the environment, the value of such tests is enhanced by increasing the correlation between the test data obtained in the simulation and the actual operational environment.
Because laboratory test data are often not applicable to the user's operational environment, the responsibility for tests in operational environments becomes a critical element in dialogues between vendors and users.
When an actual operational environment is used, as for laboratory tests, care must be taken to control and document all potentially relevant characteristics of the test environment. Environmental noise tends to interfere with communication between humans. It also tends to degrade speech recognition system performance and it is best to separately conduct certain benchmark tests in which all background and transmission noise is minimized. These tests tend to provide information on optimum system performance because acoustic-phonetic information is not obscured by the noise. Comparison of benchmark test data with operational data can indicate the existence of noise-related limitations on performance for which noise control measures or improved transmission channels can lead to improved performance.
There are at least three types of noise that can affect performance:
-Ambient or background noise. This noise originates with the operation of nearby machinery such as office equipment, with ventilation systems, with people conversing in the vicinity of the user, or within the applications environment such as the crewspace of an aircraft. When microphones are located some distance from the talker's mouth, reflections from nearby surfaces such as desk-tops and room walls constitute a form of multipath interference that can be comparable to increased ambient noise in degrading system performance. -Transmission or channel noise. Such noise is inherent in using wireless microphones or telephone lines, and (for long distance lines, in particular), may be due to signal processing devices such as echo suppression. multiplex, or satellite transmission systems.
-Inadvertent test speaker noises. These may originate in coughs, stammers, Hers, " "urns," excessive breath noise, and speech extraneous to the selected recognition vocabulary.
Characterization of noise is important in interpreting
operational test results. Attention should be directed to performance limitations that may be due to the following factors:
1) The noise experienced by the speaker. Speakers may modify their speech significantly in the presence of high noise. Typical modifications include speaking more loudly or slowly and taking care to articulate more carefully than otherwise. Minimal characterization provides the A-weighted sound level (dBA) experienced by the user. Because masks, helmets, and some headsets affect the perceived noise level, their use by the test speaker should be noted. More detailed characterization should include spectral content (e.g., third-octave band analyses) and the temporal nature (e.g., steady-state, intermittent or impulsive). ImpUlsive noise can lead to substantial degradations in performance, but full characterization of this noise is difficult to achieve without sophisticated instrumentation.
2) The speech signal-to-noise input to the recognizer (prior to any recognition system signal processing). The use of a noise-cancelling microphone can effectively eliminate much of the noise environment of the test speaker, even in a high noise environment. However, the signal-to-noise properties of the signal input to the recognizer may be a critical factor in limiting performance in noisy environments. The relative importance of the differing characteristics of speech emitted in a noisy environment vs. the degraded signal-to-noise properties is not yet well understood. Different algorithms and/or devices are probably affected to differing degrees.
3) Type and characteristics of the microphone.
Useful characteristics to note include closetalking or noise-cancelling, directionality, whether push-to talk or otherwise manually switched, distance from the speaker's mouth, etc. The effectiveness and frequency response of noise cancelling microphones are influenced by the distance to the sound sources. Thus, placement of the microphones should be documented.
4) Verbal characterization and description of the origin of the noise. Typical characterizations use terms
such as "buzzy," "hum," "static," etc., and descriptions of the origin are "office environment," "package sorting machinery," "receiving platform," etc.
If a speech signal transmission system other than direct microphone input is used, attention should be directed to these additional factors:
5 these effects are difficult to characterize. While it is possible and, in many cases, desirable to record speakers in sound isolated (low ambient noise) and anechoic (dead) environments in order to access subtle details of the speech signal, care must be taken in generalizing these observations to infer the nature of speech in the presence of noise. A first-order procedure involves the addition of white, pink, or carefully shaped noise spectra to the speech data after they are collected. Factors associated with the acoustic environment that influence the speakers include both ambient noise level and the degree of reverberation.
Speakers may compensate for these factors by speaking more loudly or enunciating more clearly or slowly. It should be specified what ambient noise was audible to the speaker at the time of collection.
In addition to acoustic environmental influences on the speaker, the task environment modifies the speaker's performance. Different types of tasks will affect the speaker's speech to varying degrees. Routine speech tasks such as list-reading or responding to visual prompts displayed on terminals produce less word-toword variations than speech produced when there are concurrent physical tasks or shifts in attentional focus usually associated with other cognitive activities such as inspection, measurement, etc. For these reasons, higher recognition system performance can be expected from speech obtained from list reading than when there is concurrent tasking, and the talker's task environment should be fully described in the results.
Recording the Test Material
Many performance assessment tests make use of recorded speech data bases. Others are conducted "live." The general practice of recording the test material, even for "live" testing, is recommended. The recorded material provides a means of replicating the results obtained and verifying that the test material was properly input to the system. It also provides material to be used in additional measurements on similar systems as well as for analysis of the input audio signal. Using recorded test material offer the advantage of providing samples of speech obtained on different occasions, separated by days or weeks. This can account for some of the day-to-day variation and may more accurately model potential applications.
Recorded speech data bases exist in both digitally recorded and stored formats and analog recorded formats. The digital formats have greater signal-to-noise ratio than the analog format. Reference data bases that are widely used in research and testing have been recorded with 16-bit samples at sample rates from 10.0 to 20.0 Khz. Signal-to-noise ratios in excess of 90 dB are feasible using this technology. A widely used format for analog recordings is the use of quarter-inch magnetic tape at 7.5 inches per second, providing maximum signal-to-noise ratios of the order of 60 dB. The use of cassette tape recorders is not generally recommended for benchmark test purposes for a number of reasons including increased print-through.
Another advantage of using digital storage for data base material is that each speech token may readily be assigned an accompanying "header" to indicate the origin of that particular token. Comparable systems are feasible using analog storage, storing the header information in an encoded analog signal on the second channel of a two-channel tape recorder, but these systems may require specialized interfaces.
Newly developed recording technology includes use of 14 or 16 bit digital sampling and pulse code modulation systems to encode the signals for storage on Beta or VHS format video recorders, referred to as PCM/ VCR recording technology. This technology offers many of the advantages of digital sampling and storage at lower costs for the storage medium than more traditional digital storage media, and offers the capability of copying the data with less degradation than for analog recordings.
A number of speech data bases have been widely used in testing and serve to provide test material for benchmarks. They are available in several recorded formats [3] .
Scoring Isolated Word Data
Scoring isolated word recognition systems performance presents fewer challenges than for connected word systems. The relative ease in scoring isolated word data arises from the fact that most errors tend to be substitutions: deletions or insertions are easily identified when they do occur.
It is ordinarily presumed that the individual speech tokens (e.g., words or short phrases with minimal intraword pauses) are separated in time by pauses that are long enough to permit the recognition system to respond. Indications that this may not be the case will be found if there is a high incidence of deletions or substitutions, and it should be noted that the origin of these errors may be due to a problem with the system's response time for the data base used for these tests.
Prior to detailed data analysis, it is instructive to critically listen to the recorded test material, particularly for those portions of the test material where unusual numbers of errors may have occurred. These errors may be due to noise artifacts or departures from proper script-reading or responses to prompts. If this is the case, the recorded tokens or artifacts must be editorially deleted from the test material prior to testing. Objective analysis of the data must include full documentation of these decisions regarding certification of the test material. It is preferable not to delete any data if the process of obtaining and using the test material was carefully structured and monitored.
Preliminary analysis of the performance data should identify aud tabulate words which were correctly recognized, words provided as input for which substitution errors occurred, words provided as input for which there was no response (deletion errors or rejections), and instances in which a response occurred without a corresponding appropriate input (insertiou errors). The raw data should be summarized by determining the corresponding correct recognition percent as well as the substitution, deletion, and insertion error percent.
In comparative testing of differing systems, it is generally preferable to disable the reject capability, so that each system returns a forced choice response. In this case, words provided as input for which there is no response are unambiguously classified as leading to deletion erroI,'s.
In performing benchmark tests to compare different recognizers, the removal of all syutax constraints may be preferable. These constraints, like the setting of reject threshold, may affect systems differently. If, following data analysis, recognition errors are concentrated on several specific words or utterances, then re-enrolling the speaker on these words or substituting acoustically distinctive synonymous words may substantially improve performance.
In other tests, particularly those at the integrated system level or in modelling an application, the use of the reject capability is an important feature that should be included in the test program. Tests in this case should document the settings of the reject threshold and/or other decision criteria, identify and tabulate words input to the system for which the reject response occurred, and determine the rejection percent. It is also valuable to determine and document the ratio of total errors to rejections, because this information may be useful in the design of applications software.
More detailed analysis of systems performance can be documented and easily reviewed by constructing a confusion matrix. Analysis of these data will provide valuable insights into systems performance and the design of successful vocabularies.
Another useful measure may be appropriate for those systems that present several ranked words for approval. In this case, recognition accuracy as a function of the word rank is a useful parameter, since it provides a measure of the probability that the second, third, ... Nth candidate is correct if the higher ranked candidate is incorrect. If it is known a priori that a recognizer will be implemented in an application that will impose higher level constraints, such as a syntactically controlled (sub-) vocabulary, then it is appropriate to determine and report the probabilities that the correct word is to be found among the top N candidates on the ordered list. This practice is inappropriate if the imposition of higher level constraints is impractical in a typical appli-
cation.
It is sometimes desirable to have measures of a system's capacity to reject words that are not in its recognition vocabulary. This is particularly appropriate for those applications involving inexperienced users or those unaccustomed to using artificial grammars or syntactic constraints. For experienced users, it may be safe to assume that the input is limited to words in the recognition vocabulary, in which case out-of-vocabulary rejection capabilities are less critical.
In order to test a system's capability to reject out-ofvocabulary utterances a secondary test can be performed using the same recognition data base used for other tests. In this case, however, a subset of the recognition vocabulary is selected and the system is reenrolled using only this subset of the entire test vocabulary. The entire data base is then used for test purposes, with responses that occur for words that are not part of the active vocabulary (the selected subset) being classified as "false acceptances." Documentation in such a 380 test must include the total test vocabulary and the specified active vocabulary.
Scoring Connected Word Data
There are several ways to score recognition performance on connected word strings. The most stringent method is to record the percentage of strings completely recognized, i.e., the number of correct strings divided by the total number of strings tested. Another method is to calculate the percentage of individual words correctly recognized. The number of substitutions, deletions and insertions is calculated for each string, and the total error count is divided by the total number of words in the strings tested. The string scoring may be done by procedures involving strict left-to-right alignment or by a best-case pattern match.
Left-to-right alignment procedures involve matching each word in the input string with a corresponding word in the response string starting with the first (leftmost) member of each string. Obviously, the occurrence of an insertion or deletion will shift the position of words in the response string so that succeeding responses will be compared with inappropriate members of the string. For example, if the input string is 12345, and a deletion error results in a response string 1345, a left-to-right alignment procedure correctly scores the first digit as a correct recognition, but would cite the three following responses as substitution errors (e.g., "3" for "2," "4" for "3," "5" for "4") and would detect the presence of a deletion error only at the last digit (e.g., no response for "5"). In this case, one correct recognition, three substitutions, and one deletion would be indicated where in fact there were four correct recognitions, and one deletion (and the deletion error is, in fact, mis-identified). This left-to-right pattern match procedure, though well defined and easy to implement, is in many cases a very poor or worst-case pattern match.
When using best-case pattern match procedures, individual words are matched so as to minimize the number of errors within the string. That is, if the input string is 12345, and the output string 1345, it is inferred that there were four correct recognitions and one deletion.
Selection of the most appropriate scoring method involves consideration of the relevant application, and particularly the manner of verification and correction by the speaker. Where the manner of correction involves repetition of an entire string, the string error rate may be most appropriate. The aligned word recognition scores would be appropriate measures for those cases in which correction may be possible by backing up one word at a time for the end of the string.
Using best-case pattern match procedures tends to avoid some of these complications, but there are no generally agreed-upon procedures to uniquely define the best-case match criteria. Specific details of these procedures are beyond the scope of this paper. Purchasers of systems for which these considerations are significant should discuss the scoring procedures used by vendors.
Pragmatic Considerations
Prior to conducting tests, care should be taken to make sure that the equipment is functioning properly. Because recognition systems are designed to perform with distorted and/or variable input, determining proper functioning is not a simple task. Malfunctioning components can masquerade as an imperceptible input distortion, and the system will appear to work but not as well as it should. Check procedures should include tests to confirm consistency of recognition results with results obtained previously using recorded speech, checks of input amplitude settings, and the use of any available software diagnostics. These tests should be routinely conducted at the time of testing.
In tests of commercially available systems, the manufacturer's recommendations should be followed in order to obtain optimum performance. If the manufacturer's recommendations are not followed, some degradation in performance may be expected.
Manufacturers may suggest procedures to use regarding:
-Recommended number of enrollment tokens.
-Presentation order of enrollment tokens.
-Required minimal interval pause duration.
-Amplitude and gain control settings (to accurately simulate live input if recorded input is used). Amplitude settings should not be readjusted, once set.
-Microphone position. Specify if a "press to talk" switch is used. The use of "press to talk" microphones provides an input signal to the recognizer that has very little or no signal amplitude between words. Depending on the particular recognizer's procedure for accommodating input signals during inter-word pauses, this may lead to either improved or degraded performance, relative to the use of conventional unswitched microphones. Choice of "open" or "press-to-talk" microphones should be determined by operational consideration. (e.g., if it is an accepted practice in a proposed application or if it is required to activate a remote system) as well as whether the use of one or the other may lead to optimum performance with a given recognizer.
Proper connection of peripheral devices and electronic components should be checked before testing to 381 eliminate ground loops and ext raneous noise. The speech (audio) signal input to the recognizer should be monitored by the experimenter to verify that no extraneous noise is being introduced.
Statistical Considerations
Performance assessment tests of any automatic speech recognition system require that a large number of speech tokens be input to the system by many users and that detailed analysis of the test data be conducted. Thorough testing requires the use of large test speech data bases, substantial data storage, and time. Disregard for these facts inevitably leads to misleading conclusions regarding system performance.
Researchers, vendors, users and developers of automatic speech recognition technology each have different needs for performance data. The significance and interpretation of the data vary because of the different goals each group seeks to achieve. Consequently the degree of concern for the statistical validity of the performance data is variable.
Factors that need to be considered in structuring statistically valid performance tests include the size of the test speaker (user) group, the number of test tokens, and the amount of enrollment material provided to the sys-
tem.
For benchmark testing, a concise statement of the number of test speakers, number of test utterances, and number of errors of each type should be given. It is recommended that the performance documentation should include a statement of the total error rate and the confidence level implied by each statistic. Statistical tables should be consulted to interpret the results, and the assumptions made in computing the statistics should be stated explicitly [4] . For tests that model an application, statistically based considerations include sampling the intended user population and range of tasks to be implemented using speech recognition and defining the variability in the noise en-
vironment.
For speaker independent recognition technology, particular attention need be paid to sampling the intended user population and communications channels. Dialect-related effects and variations in the quality of telephone connections make it difficult to obtain consistent performance from current low-cost remote access speaker independent recognition technology. Testing of this technology must be based on large speech data bases.
To obtain optimal performance from each of the systems to be compared in a benchmark test the appropriate vendor-recommended training procedure must be followed. Because some recognizers make use of singletoken enrollment, while others build increasingly more reliable statistically based word models in the process of enrollment (and, possibly, in operating in a speakeradaptive mode), appropriate enrollment procedures often vary significantly from one system to another.
No generally accepted rules have yet been developed for statistically reliable speech recognition system test procedures. In view of the many factors influencing performance, most researchers and vendors attempt to carefully control known sources of variable performance. Those researchers and vendors whose products build increasing accuracy with statistically large enrollment data are particularly conscious of the need for statistically large enrollment and test data bases. Though no generally accepted rules for adequate statistical sampling presently exist, data analysis should seek to define the distribution of performance data, as well as In principle, extensive and statistically valid testing involves the use oflarge data bases. However, the costs of testing and resources required for these tests are frequently regarded as prohibitive, and more limited testing is typical. Consequently, attempts should be made to determine the statistical validity of the tests as an important factor in performance assessment.
Documentation
Proper documentation is an essential component in performance assessment. As recommended in this paper, information should be provided to document the relevant characteristics of the test speaker population, test vocabulary and other test data to establish the relevant context of the testing.
Test material obtained in accurate simulations of field applications may contain noise or speaker artifacts such as coughs, stammers, or false starts. Alternatively these artifacts may have been manually deleted or edited from the test and/or training material. The process of selection or preparation of the test material should be described.
Summary test data that should be documented include those in table 2.
These results are the most frequently cited performance data, however, documentation of confusion pairs (e.g., "five" and "nine") or confusion matrices is informative and provides useful information in designing applications vocabulary.
Response time is a critical factor in successful implementations of large vocabulary systems. There is no (~#~R"eJ"'e7ctiiio:;;n:-,R7e~sP7o"ns"e,,,' )",X= Suggested documentation of the speech signal-tonoise properties of the test material should include the ratio of speech peak level to steady background noise level (in dB) measured according to ANSI S.3.59 [5] . If this is not feasible, at least, the range of typical maximum speech level to background level indication on the VU indicator of a conventional audio tape recorder should be noted and cited.
Perspectives on Testing
As explained in the preceding material, there is no simple and completely objective way to test the performance of automatic speech recognition technology. The number and complexity of factors influencing performance is such that in many cases, the relative advantages offered by competing algorithms, commercial products, or integrated systems may be obscured. The approach toward performance assessment in this paper emphasizes the value of benchmark tests and the need to carefully model applications. This is particularly important if the expenses of integrating speech technology into a particular, well-defined application and the benefits to be achieved are appreciable. Attention to detail in planning an applications test should be reflected in greater confidence in the ability of the technology to provide the anticipated benefits. Here also, a poorlystructured applications test or one that does not adequately account for important factors influencing performance will invalidate the test results and may lead to costly and unsuccessful attempts to use this new technology.
There are however, a number of other perspectives toward testing. It is useful to identify some of these perspectives.
Informal Device Testing
Within the past several years, the emergence of low cost commercial products has made an informal approach toward performance testing fairly widespread. Many individual purchasers of speech recognizers undertake an informal test program that primarily consists of familiarization of that purchaser or a designated individual with the technology. In many cases, the primary value of these tests appear to be that the experimenter learns to recognize the constraints imposed by the particular product on system enrollment, environmental factors, user interaction, interface design, etc. If informal testing of this sort results in development of a successful application, the experimenter gains valuable experience in the use of a new technology, insights into the selection of improved second-generation or competitive products and the design of more formal and reliable tests. However, there are real risks that the informal testing may not lead to the development of a successful application, that the purchaser may inappropriately conclude that the technology offers no promise for his application, and that the individuals involved in the testing and systems integration learn little of value in the process. Serious attention should be given to allocating adequate resources to carry out more formal tests to the point at which a serious and detailed investigation has taken place, and at which time the experimenter can demonstrate that he or she has developed an in-depth understanding of the relevant strengths and weaknesses. The information contained in this paper should be valuable in understanding the scope of the issues that should be addressed in these tests.
Workstation or Task Redesign
Another perspective toward studyi.ng the performance of this technology is based upon the desire to achieve the productivity benefits that might be offered by redesign of workstations or tasks, by using speech as an alternative or additional data entry or command/ control modality. This is perhaps the implicit goal of all efforts to create successful applications. The design of tests to measure productivity benefits is beyond the scope of this report, but extremely important. In tests to meaSure these productivity benefits, those benefits which are specifically due to the use of speech technology should be compared to those that might be primarily due to redesign of workstations or tasks.
Human Factors Research
The design of successful human-machine dialogs is an active and important research topic at present. Not enough is known at present about the desired properties of automatic speech recognizers and the humanmachine interaction to always lead to the design of successful applications. Further research on such issues as the design of optimal error correction protocols and user training and feedback is required and will serve to advance the technology. Attention to the factors contained in this report should serve to increase the value of these studies.
Common Concerns
The differing perspectives are consistent with the different outlooks regarding the purpose of the tests. The testing, like the technology itself, may serve different purposes. Whatever approach is taken, however, there are many common concerns including:
• Recognized complicating factors must be accounted for and carefully controlled. Failure to do so will invalidate the test data.
• Detailed documentation must be made available to indicate experimental design and to provide data and sufficiently detailed data analysis to indicate the significance of the test results to others. Detailed documentation should be part of reporting all performance tests. Failure to do so often leads to meaningless comparisons of product or system performance or misleading citations.
• Benchmark test data, in which severe constraints have been imposed on the test conditions, are extremely valuable. Typical constraints limit the test vocabulary, number of test talkers, format of the input speech, nature of environmental effects, and prohibit feedback between the user and the system. While it can be argued that under these conditions, it is possible to adapt or specially "tune" algorithm or device characteristics to optimize test performance for a specified test data base, benchmark tests provide data that are useful for initial comparisons of algorithm or device performance. Application testing should reveal whether or not the particular device selected for this phase of testing is well suited to a particu1ar application or user's needs. Agreement should be reached at an early stage of interest in the technology on the purpose of testing and appropriate measures of performance. Once these issues are decided, the nature of the tests can be detemined. In the absence of agreement on these issues, little progress can be made. 
Annotated Bibliography
The papers cited in this annotated bibliography include many of the key papers used for background material in preparing this paper.
While there is very Jimited literature on the topic of performance assessment per se, there are valuable discussions of the several issues affecting performance in many of these papers. The interested reader digits, if the recognizer returns one less digit than has been input).
Discrete Utterance Recognition-The process of recognizing a word or several words spoken as a single entry.
Enrollment-The process of constructing representations of speech, such as template sets or word models, to be used by a recognizer. Also referred to as "system training," as distinct from "user training."
Enrollment Data-See "Training Data"
False Acceptance-An example of failure to reject properly spoken input utterances that are not part of the active vocabulary, resulting in selection of a word in the active vocabulary.
Grammar-In general, a grammar of a language is a scheme for specifying the sentences allowed in the language, indicating the rules for combining words into phrases and clauses. In automatic speech recognition, task grammars specify the active vocabularies and the transition rnles that define the sets of valid statements to complete the tasks. The task grammar and structured vocabulary provide syntactic control of the speech recognition process that can greatly enhance performance.
Insertion-An instance of a recognition occurring due to spurious noise or an utterance other than those that are legitimate on syntactic considerations. In the former case, some input other than an utterance (typically some ambient or electrical noise artifact) is not properly rejected and the system response indicates that some utterance in the recognition vocabulary occurred. In the latter case, a word that has been uttered (but which is not part of the active recognition vocabulary because of current syntactic constraints) is falsely accepted as an utterance from the active recognition vocabulary.
Isolated Words-Words spoken with pauses (typically with duration in excess of 200 ms) before and after each words.
Isolated Word-See "Discrete Utterance Recognition" Natural Language-Syntactically unconstrained word sequences, typically drawn from a large lexicon and complying with conventional usage.
Practice Data-Any speech material (utterances) used in developing a recognition system prior to a test of that particular recognizer.
Recognition Systems-See "Automatic Speech Recognition Systems"
Recognition Unit-The basic unit of speech on which recognitions being performed, often presumed to be the word. The actual unit used may be smaller (e.g., phones, demisyllables, syllables or features) or larger (e.g., multi-word phrases or utterances).
Recognition Vocabu\ary-See "Vocabulary"
Recognizer-See "Automatic Speech Recognizer"
Rejection-The property of rejecting inputs. There are three general classes of system response involving rejection: i) noise rejection, ii) rejection of improperly spoken input utterances, iii) rejection of properly spoken input utterances that are part of the active vocabulary, sometimes termed false rejection.
Speaker Dependent Recognition-A procedure for speech recognition which depends on enrollment data from the individual speaker who is to use the device.
Speaker Independent Recognition-A procedure for speech recognition which requires no previous enrollment data from the individual speaker who is to use the device.
Speech Level-A logarithmically based measure of the amplitude of a speech waveform. Accurate specification of speech level is important in specifying the input signal amplitude when testing recognizers and when specifying signal-to-noise ratio. can National Standard ANSI S3.59 provides a wellspecified procedure for measurement of speech level.
String-A sequence of spoken words or phrases, often spoken as connected words or continuous speech and intended to provide a single useful input to a recognizer (e.g., a five-digit ZIP Code or a sevendigit telephone number).
Substitution-An instance in which one word in the recognition vocabulary is incorrectly recognized as another word in the recognition vocabulary.
Syntax-Structure by which grammatical word sequences are specified.
Test Data-Any speech material (utterances) used in a particular test of a recognizer not previously used in developing or modifying that recognizer. The same set of test data may be used repeatedly for tests of different recognizers or in production testing, but not for continuing tests of an algorithm or recognizer in development.
Token-A sample speech utterance.
Training-See ·'Enrollment." "System training" is preferably referred to as "enrollment." "User training"
refers to the process of user familiarization with speech technology (e.g., learning how to use an automatic speech recognition device).
Training Data-Speech material used to construct parametric representations of speech such as template sets or word models used by a recognizer. Also referred to as enrollment data. Not to be confused with performance data obtained in training potential users of the technology.
Ulterance-A word or multi-word phrase spoken continuously as a single unit.
Vocabulary-The words or phrases to be recognized by a recognizer. Distiuctions should be made between the complete set of all words or phrases that a recognizer has been trained or programmed to recognize, sometimes called the total recognition vocabulary, and the (instantaneously varying) subset of these that may be active at a given time because of an imposed task grammar or other syntactic constraint, called the active vocabulary.
Word-See "Recognition Unit"
Word Model-A parametric (coded) representation of the sound patterns of words as a sequence of units such as phonetic units, syllables, or other speech parameters.
